
QUANTUM DYNAMICS 
presents

First fundamental and rigorous steps

towards improving urban water infrastructure

and minimizing water main leakage losses,

potentially improving water supply by 15% - 25%,

in the face of a looming megadrought



Throughout history great civilizations have 
risen and fallen...

...with the availability of water...



Water Is
 – And Always Will Be –

The Nexus Of …



Agriculture...



Industry...



Energy...
Note the “bathtub ring” behind Hoover Dam. 
Water in Lake Mead is currently at its lowest 
level since the construction of the dam over 
9 decades ago.  When water level behind 
the dam is at its maximum the dam 
generates 2080 megawatts.  Due to the 
current low water level, it is currently 
capable of producing only 1360 megawatts 
– and there are fears that it may be unable 
to generate electricity within several years.

On 2021-Aug-04 lack of water forced the 
power plant at Lake Oroville, one of 
California's major lakes, to cease generation 
in the midst of a prolonged heat wave.

This situation is already significantly 
reducing the supply of electricity and water 
throughout the entire Southwest United 
States.



Life Sustaining
Human Consumption...



And widespread drought displacement and 
human – and business – migration...

…and conflicts over water rights...



Water mains define a city...
Water mains are the oldest municipal 
infrastructures, some of which are 
approaching 200 years of age.  Even 
many newer water mains crack and/or 
develop pinhole leaks, frequently 
seeping for decades before leakage is 
detected as surface water or sinkhole.

“The vast majority of water utilities in 
California do not manage leakage, but 
instead react to it, usually after it has 
caused disruption like water outages or 
damage to property.  Effective leakage 
management requires the water utility 
to be proactive in seeking and abating 
hidden leaks and optimizing the 
operation of the distribution 
infrastructure.”

-- NRDC, Secondary Research for Water Leak Detection Program 
and Water Loss Control Study. 12/2009



...and water mains are failing with 
ever increasing frequency



Water Main Leakage Entails 
Significant Loss Of Water

“44% of all U.S. water infrastructure is 
near the end of life or failing and within 
the next ten years will be out of life.  Over 
20% that we have treated, we put in 
pipes and it just leaks.”

– Susan Story, President of American Water, 
the Nation's largest investor owned water utility

“The range of water losses for the 21 
utilities answering the survey was 6.8 – 
45.5%, with an average loss of 22.6%.  
The real losses given in gallons / mile of 
main / day are 645.42 – 3,496.21, with an 
average of 1,821.15 gallons / mile of main / 
day.”

– American Water Works Association (AWWA)



Distribution-Side Leakage from Water Mains 
is a Major Source of 

Water Shortage and Utility Inefficiency



The American Society of Civil Engineers
Gives the United States' Water Infrastructure 

a Grade of D

– Economic Benefits of Investing in Water Infrastructure: How a Failure to Act 
Would Affect the US Economy, American Society of Civil Engineers (2020)



We are only at the beginning of the 
worst “megadrought” since 800 CE

– Science 368, American Association for the Advancement of Science, pp 314-318 (17 April 2020)



We can't control lack of rain and snow due to climate 
change, nor population growth, nor can we continue 

pumping diminishing ground water...

...but we can – and must – take the first fundamental 
and rigorous steps towards controlling leakage in 
aging / failing water main systems...



Why?  The average national distribution-side water 
leakage loss is ~22.6% (AWWA), while the maximum 

California consumer-side conservation efforts in 
drought years yielded only ~17.4% water savings 

(California Water Boards Fact Sheet)

I.e. the average water distribution 
utility loses more water to leakage 
than California's most stringent 
consumer-side conservation efforts 
can save during worst drought years!

If, in coming years, through the leak 
detection facilitated by improved 
measurement, we were to recapture 
~15% of the ~20% average loss of 
water input into water mains, and 
also maintained consumer-side 
conservation of ~15%, then an ~30% 
savings in urban water would result!



Measurement of large distribution-
side water flows must be improved

 To provide truly accurate and 
reliable water audits

 For the earlier detection of 
distribution-side leakage at 
significantly lower levels

 To determine / identify leakage 
locations

 To determine loss rates and 
prioritize repair / replacement 
where numerous leaks are 
systemic

 To optimize allocation of repair 
capital / resources

A water supply shortage is the difference in 
quantity between available water and that 
actually delivered to the consumer.

The accuracy / uncertainty of measurement 
directly affects how well we can manage that 
which is being “measured”.



Calibration of measurement systems is the universally 
required basis of all quality management systems and is

absolutely required to improve measurement

 Calibration of measurement  systems is 
a basic requirement of ISO 9000, 
ANSI/ASME NQA-1, MIL-I-45208, etc.  
In all cases of consumer protection, it is 
also a firm legal requirement.

 Few/no water distribution organizations 
can currently calibrate large water main 
meters with low  uncertainty

 “Urban retail water suppliers are 
particularly concerned about the 
accuracy of the large meters that 
determine water input values, given the 
planned regulation of a water system 
loss volume-based performance 
standard by the Water Board.”

– California Department of Water Resources, 
Report to Legislature (November 2019)



Distribution side conservation through reduction and 
efficient management of water losses 

 Is the most effective and 
economic way of reducing 
levels of losses

 Improves public health 
protection by minimizing 
water ingress during repairs

 Increases the level of service 
to customers through 
improved reliability of water 
supplies

 Is the best source for “new 
water” resources for systems 
facing water supply 
shortages

 Reduces pressure on 
water resources, yielding 
environmental improvement

 Defers capital expenditure 
on water resources and 
supply schemes

 Improves public perception 
of water companies

 Reduces leakage liabilities 
to water suppliers

– Sturm & Thornton, Water Loss Control in North 
America: More Effective Than Consumer Side 
Conservation  



The Water Saved by the Elimination of Leakage is 
The Least Expensive Source of “New Water”

 The average cost of water from existing 
/ traditional sources is $793/acre-foot

 The estimated average cost of water 
obtained through recycling is 
$2,869/acre-foot (3.6x traditional water)

 The estimated average cost of water 
obtained through desalination is 
$3,889/acre-foot (4.9x traditional water)

– What Will Be The Cost of Future Sources of 
Water for California, California Public Utilities 

Commission, 1/12/2016

It Makes No Sense to Put Expensive

Recycled or Desalinated Water

Into Water Mains that Continue to Leak



So let's get started...
 In order to detect leakage at lower levels, we require significantly 

improved measurement
 We currently have no real, rigorously based and verifiable, information 

on how accurately water is measured in water mains
 But we do know that leakage losses from aging / failing water main 

infrastructures are significant, averaging ~20%
 Calibration determines the accuracy of measurement devices relative 

to a known standard
 Calibration of measurement systems is a basic requirement for all 

quality management systems, i.e. water utilities do not currently have 
rigorously based quality management systems

 Once measurement uncertainty is reduced through calibration, leakage 
can be determined at significantly lower levels – allowing earlier, less 
expensive, repairs, and avoiding catastrophic failures

 The cost of a large water flow calibration facility is typically less than 
several months of the average water utility's annual leakage loss

 A low uncertainly large water flow calibration facility has been designed 
specifically to facilitate water main leak detection by volume balance 



QUANTUM DYNAMICS, the Nation's leading military-aerospace 
flow metrology organization, and an acknowledged leader in the 
field of pipeline leak detection by mass/volume balance, presents

the low uncertainty large water flow calibration facility
with design features to facilitate water infrastructure leak detection

Simplified Artist's Illustration

(See Adjacent Design for Details)



The low uncertainty 
large water flow calibration facility

provides the fundamental and rigorous basis for 

 Rigorously based truly accurate water audits
 Earlier detection and location of water leakage losses at significantly lower 

levels, potentially saving decades of leakage losses
 Prioritization of repair/replacement of leaking water main sections in systems 

where leakages are numerous
 Optimization of capital expenditure for pipeline repair/replacement

It is undeniably the first and most fundamental step on the long road to effective 
management of urban water supplies.

The large water flow calibration facility is implemented as a bypass to existing water 
supply infrastructure, and will not interfere with normal water supply operations.

If improved measurement and the consequent leak detection reduces distribution-
side leakage loss from ~20% to ~10% and consumer-side conservation achieves 
~15%, this would result in an overall ~25% saving in available urban water.



SUMMARY
● Without accurate / low uncertainty flow measurement, the legally required water audits remain 

uncertain.

● Without accurate / low uncertainty flow measurement, early leak detection and minimization of 
leakage by system balance – the purpose of water audits – cannot be achieved.  This clearly 
effects the efficiency of water delivery.

● CA-DWR states that urban water retailers are particularly concerned regarding the accuracy of 
their large meters. CA-DWR is now recommending that large water flowmeters be calibrated.

● Calibration of measurement instruments is a fundamental requirement of ALL quality 
management systems, and is a legal requirement of all consumer protection agencies, viz seals 
on gasoline pumps, grocery store checkout scales, etc.

● Calibration of large metering systems is the first and most fundamental step on the long path 
towards truly effective water management.

● The water saved by the minimization of water leakage loss is the least expensive source of 
“new water” in water stressed regions

● Reduction of distribution-side leakage loss from 20% to, say, 10% plus consumer-side 
conservation of, say, 15% results in an ~25% of increase in available urban water, or ~25% of 
urban water saved.

● SW United States is facing a “megadrought”.  It's time to take the first step.  It's long overdue. 



Southwest North America is facing the worst 
“megadrought” since 800 CE, and 
our water infrastructure is failing.

We cannot afford to wait...

For further information or to request a copy of the full proposal for
The Low Uncertainty Large Water Flow Calibration Facility

Please Contact
Dr. Arnold Liu

Quantum Dynamics Co., Inc.
6414 Independence Avenue

Woodland Hills, California 91367
(818) 719-0142

a.liu@qdflow.com

QUANTUM DYNAMICS, CAGE/FSCM 16951, has continuously maintained its status as a
US Defense Logistics Agency “Certified Quality Vendor” and US Navy “Quality / Best Value Contractor”

since the inception of these two US Government programs recognizing
the intrinsic value of high quality, reliability, and system longevity.

It is the only flow metrology organization that has ever achieved said accolades.

In March 2021 the editors of The Water Network selected Arnold Liu as a water “thought leader”. 

mailto:a.liu@qdflow.com


HISTORICAL NOTES

QUANTUM DYNAMICS first became aware of the water main leakage problem nearly a decade ago, when New 
Mexico’s Secretary of Energy mentioned the severity of Albuquerque's water main leakage problem  during a 
presentation on leak detection in natural gas transmission pipelines.  This awareness was again reinforced at an 
annual Pipeline Safety Conference, when an NRDC Vice President pointed out his organization’s concern about the 
water loss problem.  QUANTUM DYNAMICS then set about analyzing the problem.  The result was a voluminous 
100+ page technical proposal with cost-benefit analysis, etc., describing how low uncertainty calibration would lead to 
improvement of legally mandated water audits and the ability to perform leak detection by system balance.  Said 
proposal has been distributed for over 5 years to various water authorities and water system managers – and even 
politicians – with several updates on the emerging water crisis, new water legislation, etc.  Said proposal has largely 
been ignored, either due to lack of interest, unwillingness/inability to read a technical proposal, or failure to recognize 
the consequences of ignoring ever worsening water shortages.

It is hoped that this visual presentation – and the now increasingly recognized dire social consequences of prolonged 
drought and water shortages – will finally evoke action on the part of cognizant water authorities.

QUANTUM DYNAMICS is a leading military-aerospace flow metrology organization.  Our website is www.qdflow.com . 

Due to its flow metrology expertise, QUANTUM DYNAMICS was also sought out to implement the gaseous pipeline 
leak detection systems that were lauded in industry standard desk references Pipeline Rules of Thumb Handbook and 
the ISA Instrument Engineer’s Handbook as “outstanding”.

Several of Arnold Liu’s academic publications and white papers are included at the www.researchgate.net, 
www.pipelinesafety.org, and International Water Network websites.  In March 2021 the editors of The Water Network 
(Zurich, Switzerland) selected Arnold Liu as a water “thought leader” .

 

http://www.researchgate.net/
http://www.pipelinesafety.org/
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